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Abstract
We explain how to use a high level, visual notation called
Use Case Maps (UCMs) to bring together the "what"
and "how" of multiagent systems, for understanding and
design. "What" refers to descriptions of what agents do,
descriptions that are declarative from a detailed
software design perspective (e.g., BDI models).  "How"
refers to descriptions of how the software does it,
expressed with software design notations. Two important
properties of agent systems that make them difficult to
understand and design are multiagent collaborative
behaviour and adaption by system self modification.
BDI-style descriptions of what must be done to achieve
these properties do not give a direct view of the
properties, but leave them to emerge. Conventional
software design descriptions swamp us with unnecessary
and undesirable detail relative to both system properties
and BDI-style models. UCMs were invented to raise the
level of abstraction of software design in precisely the
way required to overcome these problems. UCMs are
particularly suitable for multiagent systems because they
bring together the “what“ and “how” of collaborative
behaviour and system self modification in a coherent
way, in a single high level visual notation. A companion
HICSS’98 paper titled “Applying Use Case Maps to
Multi-agent Systems: A Feature Interaction Example”
illustrates the approach.

1. Introduction

This paper and a companion paper [7] come out of
a research project on high level design and prototyping
of agent systems [5]. This project is applying use case
maps (UCMs) [8][9][10][11][12][13] as part of a new
approach to agent systems. This paper makes a new con-
tribution to both UCMs and agents by developing a con-
cept of dynamically pluggable behaviour patterns that is
missing from previous UCM publications and by show-
ing how this concept can be applied to get asystem view
of collaborating agents in terms that relate directly to
well known BDI (Beliefs-Desires-Intentions) [18] agent
models. The contribution is to a new way of describing
multiagents systems to get a better handle on under-
standing and designing themas systems, not to new
ways of implementing agents. This paper concentrates
on principles illustrated with very simple examples,
leaving more realistic examples to [7]. A report [8]

describes a multimedia communications example that
was included, in part, in the initial version of this paper
but had to be removed from this final version for lack of
space. Another report [6] explains more than we have
space for here about the application of UCMs to large,
complex, self modifying systems. The concept of
dynamically pluggable behaviour patterns presented
here is covered in [6] along with much more about
UCMs; however, [6] does not cover the relationship
between UCMs and agents presented here.

A subset of the elements of the UCM notation is
summarized in Appendix A, although not all elements in
Appendix A are used in this paper (see [7] for use of
other elements and [6] for the rest of the notation).

1.1.  Motivation for Developing a Relationship
Between UCMs and Agents

Software agents are being seen as a possible way
of building distributed systems that are adaptable to
changing user needs, environmental disturbances, new
services and new technology. The prospect is attractive
but has the down side that systems composed of multi-
ple adapting, evolving agents are likely to be complex
and therefore difficult to understand and designas sys-
tems.

One property that makes systems of agents com-
plex is multiagent collaborative behaviour. A second is
adaption through system self modification. A third is the
interwining of these two properties on the same time
scale while the system is running.

Adapation is required to accommodate environ-
mental contingencies and changing user needs. Adap-
tion is accomplished by system self modification in two
ways: agents appear, disappear and move around the
system; and behaviour patterns in and among agents
change over time to achieve the same objectives under
different system conditions. Self modification occurs on
the same time scale as ordinary multiagent collaborative
behaviour, and so becomes intertwined with it. The
result is particularly hard to understand and design,
because the structure of the system—the set of compo-
nents present in the system (agents, resources, and so
forth) and their relationships to each other—changes as
we look at it, while the collaborative behaviour we are
trying to understand is taking place (it can be helpful to
think of this as analogous to “morphing” in computer



animation).
It is helpful to distinguishsystem self modifica-

tion, as identified above, from code self modification.
Applied to code, the term “self modification” means that
code may sometimes treat parts of itself as data that can
be modified and passed around. For as long as software
has existed, self modifying code has been well known to
be difficult to understand. Extending the concept of self
modification to systems means that systems may treat
their components as data (components such as agents,
processes, and objects); and not only their components,
but their behaviour patterns as well.

The distinction is useful because code can be
locally self modifying without it being visible as a
change in structure or behaviour at the system level. It is
only when self modification is visible at the system
level—and is intertwined with ordinary collaborative
behaviour at this level—that the complexity issues in
which we are interested arise. Fixed systems are hard
enough to understand, because collaborative behaviour
emerges from the details of the components and we
must piece the details together to understand the whole.
However, we can at least draw diagrams that show fixed
system structures and trace the collaborative behaviour
through these structures. Having everything changing at
once complicates matters.

In the well known BDI model for agent systems
[18] adaption is achieved through modification of
beliefs, desires, and intentions over time. The beliefs,
desires, and intentions expresswhat must be done by the
software of the system, as a set of requirements, without
sayinghow the software will do it. As software design-
ers, we must be concerned withhow the software will do
it. Unfortunately, popular low level software design
models swamp us with unnecessary and undesirable
detail relative to BDI models (detail at the level of
objects, processes, methods, messages, state machines,
and variables). Self modification at the system level and
multiagent collaborative behaviour at the system level
become so swamped in a sea of detail that the big pic-
ture is lost. With these techniques, the big picture must
be designed and understood through the details.

We offer Use Case Maps (UCMs)
[9][10][11][12][13] as a solution to this problem

(Figure 1). UCMs provide a high level visual descrip-

tion that combines “what” and “how” in a high level
way. We shall show that UCMs give visual expression to
important elements of agent BDI models (“what”). We
shall show that UCMs also provide a coherent view of
multiagent system structure and behaviour (“how”) that
expresses both collaborative behaviour and self modifi-
cation in a high level manner, above the level of soft-
ware details. We shall indicate that the gap between
UCMs and more conventional software design models
can be bridged systematically and give a brief indication
of how (see [11] for more).

2. UCM Basics

Jacobson [16] popularized the concept ofuse
cases for object-oriented software engineering. A use
case is a prose description of one or more relatedsce-
narios that explains how a system works from a user
perspective. The termuser is not restricted to human
users interacting with system externals—in general, the
term includes the possibility of scenarios involving
many systems or subsystems that are “users” of each
other. Use cases may, in general, have many related sce-
narios. Every use case has at least one. We often use the
term scenario instead of use case, understanding that we
mean one of the scenarios associated with a use case (if
there is only one, the terms mean the same thing). In
general, we use the term scenario to mean a description
of either required behaviour for a system not yet con-
structed, or of observed activity for an actual running
system.

UCMs (Figure 2) are maps showing the paths of
use case scenarios through some underlying system.
This is anunbound UCM because it shows no system
components (we leave them out to introduce the path
concepts first) and it is a particularly simple example

High Level High Level

BDI "what" (high level, declarative):

detailed SW  "how" (low level, executable):

SW  Structure SW Behaviour

beliefs and desires determine intentions

objects, processes, methods, messages, IPC,  state machines, variables
implement the BDI “what”

closely

big

smaller gap can be
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UCMs (“what” and “how”)

related
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Figure 1  UCMs and the BDI model of agents.



because is traces only one scenario:  getting money ($)

from an automated teller machine (ATM). The pointing
finger with the associated arrow suggests how to inter-
pret the UCM (by tracing a path through it with your fin-
ger) but is not part of the UCM. Think of it as a token
that must be mentally moved along the path to interpret
the UCM. If the pointing finger was replaced with a
highlighter pen, the result would be analogous to a high-
lighted journey on a road map.

In Figure 2, the main path from start to end shows
a validate-request-debit-dispense sequence. The fork
after dispense and the join before request indicate that a
validated scenario may make more than one request
before ending, in other words that the request-debit-dis-
pense sequence may be repeated within the same sce-
nario. The labelsvalidate, request, debit, anddispense
identify responsibilitiesof components in the underly-
ing system (in this case the ATM system). An unbound
UCM does not show the components, but their existence
is implied. The path chains the responsibilities together
in causal order. We saycausalbecause there is nothing
in the UCM to suggesthow the sequence is to be
achieved in a detailed way. From a detailed software
design perspective, a UCM indicateswhat must happen,
without indicatinghow (this is why UCMs are natural
for expressing BDI models visually).

An important property of UCMs is their ability to
condense information about many scenarios into a sin-
gle understandable diagram. A hint of how this is done
is given by the forked path afterdispense in Figure 2.
The fork means that this UCM represents more than one
possible scenario. In this case, the different scenarios are
all variations of get$fromATM, but, in general, quite
different scenarios with different start and end points
might follow shared subpaths for a while.

Obviously, we do not need a diagram just tospec-
ify responsibility sequences such as validate-request-
debit-dispense (a textual list would do). The usefulness
of these diagrams comes when we want to project such
sequences onto the underlying components of the sys-
tem, for example, agents and resources. Basically,
UCMs are diagrams that project use case paths onto
components of systems in a high level way. The result is
called abound map (Figure 3, which shows the same

get$fromATM scenario as earlier). The component sub-

strate onto which the paths are projected gives the shape
to the paths.

The UCM notation deliberately has no graphical
symbols for responsibilities because such symbols
would result in bound maps being visually cluttered.
Responsibilities are simply points along paths or on
components. Responsibility labels are then easily either
shown, or omitted (as in Figure 3) to get an uncluttered
overview that is helpful to human viewers. In this partic-
ular diagram, an observer can easily hold in the mind
that the PIN component has thevalidate responsibility,
the UI component therequest responsibility, the DB
component thedebit responsibility, and the DI compo-
nent thedispense responsibility.

The basic assumption of UCMs is that the projec-
tion of use case scenarios onto a component substrate
can be represented in a simple way with paths. This is a
very common characteristic of the types of systems with
which we are concerned.

The path notation (Appendix A) may be used to
create compound maps reflecting multiple scenarios that
may share path segments, have internal concurrency, be
concurrent relative to each other, and have different
forms of coupling, both designed and inadvertent (e.g.,
due to races, conflicts, and resource contention). See [7]
for examples of conflicts.

In a compound UCM, individual paths may cross
many components and components may have many
paths crossing them (Figure 4), giving a path-centric
view that provides a start on developing component cen-
tric views.

As path-centric descriptions, UCMs push down
details to give us a bird’s eye view of a system as a
whole (notice that we do not need interfaces,   messages,
or internal logic of components to describe the path). A
segment of a path that crosses a component only tells us
that the component must perform the responsibilities
along the segment within the component boundaries, but
not how the component will discover or be told that it
must do this. A segment of a path that joins responsibili-
ties on two different components tells us only that the
components must collaborate (directly or indirectly) to
achieve the causal sequence, but not how they will inter-
act to accomplish this. In general many possibilities for
interaction exist, such as exchanging a series of mes-
sages, starting with either component, or interacting
through some underlying layer not shown.
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Figure 2 An unbound UCM.
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If a component in a diagram such as Figure 4 is a
black box view of a subsystem that is meant to contain
internal components, then the same ideas apply recur-
sively to it. The component-centric view of it becomes a
path-centric view at the next lower level of decomposi-
tion. The fact that such decompositions may be devel-
oped without committing to component interfaces
makes relatively lightweight work of exploring design
alternatives down through several levels of decomposi-
tion.

If a component in a diagram such as Figure 4 is
primitive—meaning it has no further levels of compo-
nent decomposition underneath it—the path centric
view of it gives a starting point for developing its inter-
nal logic to implement the path segments crossing it.
This requires recourse to design models at lower levels
of abstraction than UCMs (see Section 4 and Section 5
for more on this).

Of course, each path in a UCM only reflects an
example of system behaviour and a set of examples can-
not, in general, no matter how carefully chosen, provide
a complete specification for a system. However, exam-
ples give insight. To get as close as possible to complete
component-centric specifications, one tries to develop
UCMs in which the path-centric view of a set of compo-
nents covers all the important path segments in the com-
ponent-centric view of each component. Although the
result may not be a complete specification of the whole
system, it provides a good starting point for developing
the details of each component, with the added advantage
of being tied directly into a system-level description.
This is good design information, as well as being helpful
for system understanding.

We have found that UCMs can exploit human
visual pattern recognition ability to aid system under-
standing, by arranging components and paths into rec-
ognizable visual forms that can be understood and
reasoned about by those familiar with a system, even
without textual labels.

In addition to the visual aspect, every UCM has
separate documentation that includes information such
as descriptions of elements in the map, information

about the scenarios, such as preconditions and postcon-
ditions, and information about relationships to other
maps.

This overview has only scratched the surface of
UCMs. See [6] for more.

3. UCMs and BDI Models of Agents

Visual techniques are well known to be needed for
human understanding. However, in both the agent com-
munity and other communities, such as the object-ori-
ented community, there is a big gap between models at
the BDI/UCM level of abstraction and popular software
design notations. Referring back to terminology used in
Figure 1, software design notations express “how” in a
detailed way, leaving “what” to emerge from the details.
For example, Kendall [17] models agent systems using
object-oriented-style diagrams that require commitment
to agent-centric details (e.g., pairwise interactions via
messages, pairwise inheritance relationships). There are
many tools in the object-oriented community that sup-
port modeling of systems at this level of detail (for
example, [4][21]). In the agent community, the Clear-
lake tool [15] specifically supports design of agent sys-
tems at a similar level of detail. Workflow models (e.g.,
as discussed and applied by Kendall [17]), while less
detailed than the design models just mentioned, are
more detailed than UCMs because intercomponent
workflows must be defined. None of these models pro-
vides an easy means of describing agent system self
modification.

When we depart from the world of low level soft-
ware design models for agent systems, what remains is
abstract textual description of “what” without any visual
representation of “how” in software. Examples are
COOL [2] and Shoham’s AOP [23], which represent
agents formally with logic.

Thus we have two styles of description in com-
mon use in the agent community, high level, non-visual
“what” descriptions and low level, visual “how”
descriptions, with nothing in between. UCMs can be
used to bridge the gap (see Figure 5, which continues
the ATM example).

During forward engineering, the progression is
from BDI models to UCMs to detailed software design
models. During reengineering, UCMs may be used as
high level frameworks for changing software details, or
the UCM descriptions may themselves be changed to
accommodate new requirements (we mean requirements
that change BDI models, not adaption within the frame-
work of an existing BDI model—the latter is expressible
directly with UCMs by means about to be explained).

path-centric
view is inher-
ently large
scale

component-
centric view
easily loses
sight of the
large-scale pic-
ture

other paths

Figure 4 Path-centric and component-centric views



• concepts are recursive
and self-similar at differ-
ent scales

• BDI interpretation
expresses "what"

• UCM path-
through-system
expresses a high level
view of "how"

debit
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dispense

request
validate

end

start

dispense

• ause case path  repre-
sents a PLAN
• a committed PLAN,
selected according to
BELIEFs,  becomes an
INTENTION

• ause case
represents a
DESIRE

• visual shape of paths comes
from tracing cause-effect
sequences through a fixed sub-
strate of system components  that
perform responsibilities

• a responsibility (or
stub) along a path
represents a finer
grained DESIRE

or-fork

Figure 5 From UCMs to BDI models.
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Figure 6 Concept of dynamically pluggable behaviour patterns.



UCMs can be used to express BDI-style adaption
visually (Figure 6). Suppose changing beliefs require
different plans to be selected to satisfy desires. We indi-
cate this visually by showing the desires as stubs (diam-
nond shapes) rather than just labelled points. Stubs (BDI
desires) are points where details are defined by sub-
maps, called plug-ins (BDI plans). Different plugs-ins,
possibly with different paths and components, may be
selected (selection amounts to committing to BDI inten-
tions) for different system conditions (BDI beliefs).
(UCM stubs may have multiple entry and exit paths, not
just single ones as shown here, to allow multiple paths
to be coupled through stubs. Plug-ins for such stubs are
then fully general UCMs with multiple start and end
points.) The conditions that select a plug-in may change
over time, causing different plug-ins to be selected at
different times. The preconditions and postconditions of
the paths, and the conditions that determine selection of
plug-ins, are related to the belief sets of agents. In gen-
eral, conditions could be such that more than one plug-
in could be a candidate for the same stub, in which case
there may be a need to resolve conflicts between plug-
ins. We are working on ways of using UCMs to identify
possible conflicts of this kind, using telephony feature
interaction as an example (preliminary work is reported
in [7]).

Note that component boxes identify components
that operate where shown, but stub boxes represent only
path decomposition; any components are left to the
decomposition.

The concept of dynamic plug-ins is a new one rel-
ative to earlier UCM work. Stubs were originally
viewed in [11] as a static decomposition technique for
paths analogous to the way we statically decompose
components by drawing black-box and glass-box dia-
grams of them. Stubs were viewed as analogous to
black-box components and plug-ins as analogous to
their internals shown in separate glass box diagrams.
UCMs have from the start had the concept of dynamic
component pluggability (“slots” identify places where
this may occur). However, bringing UCMs together with
agents made us realize that dynamically pluggable stubs
are just as useful as dynamically pluggable slots (slots
are effectively component stubs). This concept is useful
for agent systems because it captures in system terms
the concept of dynamically selectable plans.

Figure 7 shows a mechanism, expressed with a
UCM, for implementing the concept of Figure 6. This is
a standard pattern that would normally be assumed for
all cases. The new notations here are borrowed from the
standard UCM notations for dynamically pluggable
components (dashed outlines indicating dynamic plug-
gability, pools for storing elements to be plugged in, and
small arrows to indicate movement of the elements).
The possibility of having to abort an active plug-in is
indicated (the notation also offers the option of specify-

ing an exception path to clean up after the abort).

4. From UCMs to Design Models at Lower
Levels of Abstraction

For multiagent systems, paths of UCMs imply
collaborative behaviour of multiple agents. In other
words, the agents are intended to collaborate to realize
the path sequences. However, the high level nature of
UCMs defers the question of exactly how this is to be
accomplished in detail. Figure 8 shows how the P1 plug-
in for the validate stub of Figure 6 might be translated
into a detailed design. The path of the plug-in through
the component substrate may beimplemented in differ-
ent ways that differ only in details, as illustrated at the
bottom of Figure 8 (in the style of object-interaction dia-
grams).

Each of the bottom configurations in Figure 8
commits to a different set of component interfaces and a
different set of interaction possibilities among the com-
ponents. Some of them even add a new control compo-
nent. Yet the causal path they implement remains the
same. For static plug-ins, implementing the chosen con-
figuration would simply be a matter of programming the
interactions directly. Dynamic plug-ins require imple-
menting a mechanism such as that of Figure 7. How to
implement such a mechanism is a subject of current
research (see [7] for an example in which the mecha-
nism must resolve conflicts between plug-ins).

Notice in Figure 8 that the path is no longer
explicit in the detailed design diagrams, but is implicit
in the internal details of the components. To see the
paths in the details we must consult the details to recon-
struct the path in our minds. This is the kind of commit-
ment to details required by conventional software design
models that swamps us in unnecessary and undesirable
detail for software design at the level of agent systems

Figure 7 A mechanism for dynamically pluggable stubs.
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and BDI models.

5. Discussion

5.1.  Why a New Notation?
We have said that agent systems are complex

because they combine, at the system level, multiagent
collaborative behaviour with self modification. Systems
that combine these properties are particularly hard to
understand because their structure changes as we look at
it, while the collaborative behaviour that we are trying to
understand is taking place.

However, why do we need a new notation? We
have tried to explain why in the previous sections and
will now try to summarize the rationale.

Popular software/system design notations written
up in textbooks and standardization documents and pos-
sibly supported by CASE tools (for example,
[3][4][14][16][20][21]) are unable to give abird’s eye
view of end-to-end causal sequences running through
large, complex, self modifying systems. With notations
such as these, a bird’s eye view must be composed in the
mind’s eye by mentally combining details. Experts are
able to do this to form personal, idiosyncratic mental
models that, although helpful to guide their thinking,
cannot be easily written down or communicated to oth-
ers; non-experts are left out in the cold. What distin-
guishes UCMs from other notations is the way they
explicitly join the above elements together in a compact
visual form that can easily be held in the mind’s eye and
communicated to expert and non-expert alike.

It is true that many notations are available for
describing systems and sequences and there is nothing

fundamentally new in the simple fact of being able to
describe such things with UCMs. A comparable state-
ment in the programming language field would be that
there is nothing fundamentally new in high level lan-
guages because assembly languages are capable of
expressing anything that high level languages express.
Such statements miss the point. What is new in both
cases is expressiveness from a human perspective.

UCMs provide a significant reduction, relative to
other techniques, in the number of diagrams required to
get a bird’s eye view of a system. Unfortunately, paper-
sized examples are never sufficiently large scale and
complex toprove this. There is never sufficient space
and, even if there was, very few readers would be inter-
ested in seeing the details. Therefore some imagination
must be exercised when studying examples such as
those in [7][8][10][13]. Imagine scaling up the examples
such that inch-thick stacks of conventional diagrams
would be required, because this is representative of
large, complex systems in practice. Then it is not diffi-
cult to imagine how UCMs can be useful as a way of
condensing the essence of a system into many fewer dia-
grams.

Some discussion of a few examples of other nota-
tions for describing systems and sequences may be help-
ful:

• So-called “high level message sequence charts”
under development by the Z120 community [19]
are an attempt to give a bird’s eye view of
sequences by providing road maps through more
detailed sequence charts. However, they are still
sequence charts, separate from diagrams describ-
ing component organizations, forcing the viewer to
piece together mentally two different types of dia-
grams, each with their own box notations, to get a
UCM-like picture. In a formal sense, UCMs and
the result of this piecing together provide similar
information. However, UCMs condense it into a
more compact visual form.

• Data flow diagrams (DFDs) show data precedence
relationships in networks of data processing units
that feed data to each other. One way of using
DFDs is to give an overview of data relationships
in conventional systems. In such cases, UCMs and
DFDs can provide useful complementary views
(e.g., UCMs can show causal sequences running
through data processing units). A use of DFDs that
would not be helped much by UCMs is specifying
data flow machines (hardware or software) that
will perform data processing with as much paral-
lelism as possible (e.g., some signal processing
systems).

• Petri nets provide a visual formalism for execut-
able specifications of concurrent systems. They
focus on specifying details that will allow behav-
iour to emerge. The emergent behaviour can be
traced to reveal UCM-style paths, but the paths are
not first class elements in the specifications. In

causal nature of path sequences defers
plug-ins select parts of substrate,

contrast with object-interaction-style diagrams

ATM

ATM ATM

UI PIN DB

UI PIN DB

UI PIN DB UI PIN DB

UI PIN DB

Ctrl

Ctrl Ctrl

control/interaction details

(a few of many possibilities)

Figure 8 UCMs defer details.



relation to UCMs, Petri nets are best viewed as one
of many ways of developing executable models
from UCMs.

• Workflow models and process models may have
relationships to UCMs that remain to be explored.
However, we remain confident that UCMs are a
useful contribution, independent of what may have
been developed in these fields. The UCM approach
was developed from the ground up out of frustra-
tion with existing techniques in the software
design field, the approach is novel in that field, the
field is sufficiently complex in its own right to
challenge any approach, and UCMs have, so far,
met the challenges.

5.2.  Process Issues
UCMs provide a notation and a way of thinking

that can accommodate many different development pro-
cesses in combination with other techniques.

The reader can see that UCMs are at a higher level
of abstraction than popular software design models.
Here is a summary of the ways in which this is so:

• Paths show causal sequences, above the level of
intercomponent interactions.

• Responsibilities are named points, without any
visual indication of parameters or results, and
without any commitment to how they are imple-
mented, e.g., as functions, methods, or sets of
them.

• Components are represented in a very simple way,
only by named boxes with associated responsibili-
ties. There is no commitment to interfaces, proto-
cols, methods, messages, state machines, or
anything else that defines how components are
implemented, how other components interact with
them, or how quantities are transferred between
components.

• Details that are part of UCM interpretation (e.g.,
nature of responsibilities, preconditions and post-
conditions of paths) are expressed informally in
prose.

• Many details are missing, such as the explicit rep-
resentation of data as a separate element from
components (basically, if you want to indicate data
storage, you show a component that stores it, and if
you want to indicate data flow or the data state of a
component, you imply it through prose descrip-
tions of the notational elements).

• Implementation details are entirely missing, except
for indicating theexistence of components.

UCMssupplement other descriptions at lower lev-
els of abstraction and provide traceability to such
descriptions (and back from them). Figure 9 gives some
insight into how. In this diagram, the steps indicated by
the thick grey arrows start with basic information from
the UCM to which details are added by human design-
ers. From a tool perspective, the process would be one
of machine assistance, not machine translation. Here,

design patterns (in the sense the term is used in the
object-oriented community) could enter the picture to
provide standard ways of filling in details.

On first exposure to the UCM way of looking at
things, people may be made uncomfortable by the
absence of detail in UCMs and may want to fix the nota-
tion by adding “missing” elements, but Figure 9 shows
that other models are intended to cover these elements.
Adding them to UCMs would be self defeating. The
notation—as is—seems about right for its intended pur-
pose, namely presenting a human-understandable bird’s
eye view of a system as a whole, including both its
structure and its main behaviour patterns.

Have UCMs been used on a large project? In an
informal way, yes, but nothing has been reported in the
public domain.

When do UCM diagrams become too large to
maintain intellectual control over them? The well
known psychological fact that humans can hold roughly
seven things in the mind at once suggests—rounding
seven up to ten—that no more than ten scenario paths
through ten components might be a practical limit on the
comprehensibility of UCMs. No large scale complex
system can be expressed this simply, although its
essence might be expressible this way at the highest
level of decomposition and layering. Decomposition
and layering techniques described elsewhere [6] must be
employed.

Would the descriptions be shared within an orga-
nization? Yes, we intend UCMs to provide a shared ref-
erence point for the development and understanding of
more detailed models. We see some UCMs as providing
design patterns of a high level kind [12].

Is there a potential for modeling the same behav-
iour redundantly and differently by various organiza-
tional components? Yes, UCMs supplement other

Figure 9 From UCMs to detailed design models.
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techniques and may be used in combination with them
in any way that makes sense.

5.3.  UCMs and Agents
We have attempted to convey how UCMs deal

with agent issues at a high level of abstraction, as fol-
lows:

• Paths express multiagent collaborative behaviour,
without committing to how it will be implemented.
In other words, the paths indicate that agents along
them must collaborate to realize the path
sequences, without saying how the agents will do
this, for example, by exchanging messages.

• Stubs and plug-ins are used to represent self modi-
fication in a way that mirrors BDI models. They
give a visual representation of the way in which
changing belief sets cause both the components
involved in the collaborative behaviour and the
collaborative behaviour itself to change. Thus, they
join “what” (in the sense of BDI models) and
“how” (in the sense of system design) in a high
level way.

• The notations for system self modification are par-
ticularly compact and helpful compared to other
techniques. They combine self modification with
ordinary collaborative behaviour in a coherent way
that keeps them clearly distinct while enabling
them to be understand together. It enables us to
have our cake (self modification) and eat it too
(express collaborative behaviour in terms of fixed
diagrams).

• The notation expresses “what” (e.g., dynamic
components and plug-ins are stored and move as
data) without indicating “how” (e.g., exactly what
the software mechanism is, and whether the move-
ment is a “pull” from one side or a “push” from the
other). On the other hand, it also expresses a mea-
sure of “how” by showing how system components
are involved in a high level way.

We used the BDI model for illustrative purposes
because it is well known and forms the basis for a num-
ber of extensions. The industrial authors of this paper
are directly involved in developing an agent framework
that is intended to allow software interoperability across
enterprise applications. For this purpose, the BDI model
has been extended with some new concepts
[1][24][25][26]. However, this does not change any of
the principles explained so far. The details are outside
the scope of this paper. However, here is the general
idea. The framework provides for a dynamic matching
of overall enterprise goals with enterprise resources
through a negotiation process among agents. Anunder-
standing is a prelude and guide tonegotiation. Through
negotiation acontract is established in which the objects
required to fulfil the understanding are supplied to the
motivated agent by an agent with appropriateauthority.
This allows the decoupling of goals from resources and
hence allows services to be defined independently of the

enterprise's specific resources used to accomplish the
goals. The result is expected to be a system which is
evolvable for both new services and new technology.
Current research is focusing on ways of moving system-
atically between system views with UCMs and agent
internal models that implement the above ideas.

6. Conclusions

UCMs and agents are a good fit for a number of reasons.
Agents are causal entities; UCMs describe causal
sequences. Agent systems are self modifying and dis-
tributed;  UCMs express these properties in a first class,
unusually compact and easily understood manner. UCM
concepts of stubs and plug-ins are easily mapped to
agent BDI concepts. The discovery and modeling
phases of agentsystems are  difficult with conventional
software design techniques because of large conceptual
gap between them and BDI concepts. UCMs bridge the
conceptual gap for definition and instantiation of agent
systems with extended BDI concepts. UCMs are partic-
ularly suitable for multiagent systems because they are
capable of expressing the “what” and “how” of collabo-
rative behaviour and system self modification in a
coherent way in a single, high level, visual notation.
UCMs are an original and unique approach that  contrib-
utes to the development of agent-oriented programming
as a discipline.
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Appendix A: Selected Subset of the UCM Notation

PATHS

end

ASYNCHRONOUS COUPLING

SYNCHRONOUS COUPLING

INTERNAL CONCURRENCY

AND fork

COMPOSITE UCMS

O
R

 fo
rk

O
R

 jo
in

O
R

 jo
in

O
R

 fo
rk

A
N

D
 jo

in

RESPONSIBILITIES

rendezvous

AND fork-join

synchronization

start,

 path
 COUPLING THROUGH

r1
r2

r3

r5
r4

time here

time here

REAL TIME AND TIMERS

implicit
trigger

explicit
trigger

prose doc.
RESPONSIBILITIES

named points

r1 r2 r3

N:1

N:1 1:N

N:N

timeout
timeout

no timeout
no timeout

delayed start

1:N

special case

FAILURE POINTS EXCEPTION

path in progress
may end abnormally here

P aborts

X

X
P

wherever it is
when the exception
is raised and
X takes over

MOVEMENT OF

slot

pool

fixed
component

(place for D.C. s

as data)

COMPONENT
NOTATION

(place for D.C.s

as operational units)

D.C.s AS DATA

(D.C. = dynamic component)

move D.C. out of slot

move D.C. into slot

get D.C. from pool

store D.C. in pool

DYNAMICALLY PLUGGABLE COMPONENTS
 (ADAPTED IN BODY OF PAPER FOR DYNAMICALLY PLUGGABLE BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS)

BASIC PATH NOTATIONS (UNBOUND UCMS)


